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The first quarter of every year should always be about setting the necessary preparations to improve
customer generation, increase ROIs, and managing expectations. In this newsletter, before Q1 ends,
let’s talk about customer relations, Managed Service Providers, and other core areas that you and your
business can use to further improve your processes.

CUSTOMER RELATIONS: DEVELOP YOUR BUSINESS
WITH FEEDBACK
Surveys have always been an integral part of collecting information; from the halls of the academe to
the competitive world of business. One has to collect a large amount of data in order to observe trends,
and with the fast-paced culture of the digital age, information specialists and market analysts have to
keep up.
What sets it apart from the pen and paper, and even the prior attempts to self-made survey forms.
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Easy to use – a lot of the standardized online survey forms nowadays come in templates. All you need
to do is type in the question, and then either provide a selection of answers or add a text field for the
respondent. Gone are the days of having to write everything down with pen and paper, or code a survey
page for yourself. Everything is available at a mouse click.
Convenience – since everything is online now, you don’t have to go through the trouble of mailing
surveys to possible respondents or clients. You can either just email them, embed your survey
somewhere in your website. You can even share it on your company’s social media pages, although that
might not be advisable, for security and data integrity reasons.
Ease of access, for both participants and data gatherers – With the continued rise of mobile
devices, it has become easier for people to stay connected to the net. As such, when sending people
surveys online, they can do it at the time of their choosing, rather than have to do it on the spot like
how traditional survey gathering is.
Customizable for targeting a wider audience – a lot of the online survey forms can be customized
to make it more comprehensive; you can plot out questions such that the respondent is redirected to
answer questions that are relevant to their choices beforehand, and skip those that might be unrelated
to them. This is especially useful if the company has a wider demographic, or plans to expand and is
testing the waters.
Getting more honest and accurate data – While casting a wide net might net you more responses,
a bit of targeted data gathering goes a long way. And with the advent of social media, it has become
much easier to target focused groups for such data gathering, as they themselves form their own
groups and cliques in social media spaces. Also, such responses will not only be accurate, but also their
honest opinions and feedbacks, especially if your product or service corresponds with their interests or
needs.
Easier to analyze data – the biggest, if not the best, feature of the online survey platforms is that it
can readily collect and collate data into useful information. Imagine seeing thousands of responses
presented in one neat spreadsheet in one click of the export button! Some survey platforms even come
outright with ways to translate the data into graphs and charts, while some allow you to export the
collated data into statistical programs that you might be using for your research. You no longer have
to manually collate the data into a spreadsheet or have someone do it, which means you save time,
manpower, money, and last but not least, your sanity.
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MANAGED SERVICE PROVIDER MUST-HAVES
As a business, we try to maximize efficiency and productivity through the manpower we have. With the
rise of technological advancement, change has proven to be constant, and we would need to adapt
to these circumstances. Familiarizing ourselves with IT functions and managing the latter is what
Managed Service Providers (MSP) are known for.
Understanding Managed Services
Some Managed Service Providers hired, are a team of technicians that aren’t familiar with the systems
that they portray would boost productivity. They would usually put out small fires at your site, taking
credit for minimal work done.
What companies want is a Managed Service Provider that is willing to redefine what is currently causing
the downward spiral in their business. Besides the total package that they can offer, they should be
capable of monitoring the health maintenance of your website, in addition to an extensive helpdesk
with a wide array of talents. The service company that you hire must be driven to the extent that their
sole intention is to keep your website up and running, rather than creating expenses that would drown
you in debt.
Service Level Objectives Management
Service Level Objectives contain quantifiable service responses with a tight timeframe. The SLO would
define the procedure needed and time constraint for escalation, especially when a problem demands
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professional expertise.
For Managed Services companies, they would usually put their best foot forward and provide you with
a tremendous amount of proposals with no valid time frame. This may give you the impression that you
would be getting the best out of the expense that you are about to partake in.
Ticketing Software
An esteemed Manage Service Provider should have a ticketing software that would ensure that their
helpdesk wouldn’t be piled up with an open request. The queue for open tickets would balloon if your
service provider fails to manage them.
Smaller providers would utilize basic tools that can’t get the job done, they rely on what they already
know and tend to bank on these experiences as a stable system. They try to compensate for the fact
that they can get things done with old practices instead of investing in greater and advanced tools.
The Managed Services provider you plan to hire must be using a ticketing software that accommodates
every request and can automate your current workflow for triage, prioritization, scheduling, and
escalation. Let them show you the software before considering them to be part of your team.
The MSPs must be an aid to the success and organization of your website/business without the added
cost. One of the greatest mistakes of companies nowadays is that they would hire services without
truly analyzing their capability and credentials. Be on top of the business ladder as you utilize these top
three things to look for in a Managed Service Provider.
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TECH SOFTWARE TO TRY IN 2020
As a tech company, it would be best to be on top of the trends in a software application. We fail to
realize that no matter how great old software and tools are, to generate and progress as a business we
need to adapt to the advancement in systems used.
The majority of tech companies fail to notice the added advantages of tools that are marked as a trend
within the fiscal year. Here are 13 of the best tech software to try in the year 2020.
The Gitlab
Have you ever wondered if someone out there has generated a tool that can manage and track your
codes? Well lucky for you Gitlab is the tool to use. You wouldn’t have to limit your users to a controlled
few, everyone can have access to it and it’s pretty simple and has a neat web interface. You can even
use the tool for boards and interfaces.
Trello
A project management system has been blessed through the creation of “Trello”. If you are managing
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a number of business proposals and or tasks, this can easily be managed by the said tool, Trello is both
user-friendly and easy to manipulate.
InvisionApp
This software/application is used for testing and creating a prototype before its release. The value
of peer feedback is highly practiced in this tool and can be used and maximized by any business.
Especially in the technological field.
Zeplin
Development teams have wondered how an application can generate snippets and designs without
the tedious efforts of overdoing it. This tool is maximized due to its simple interface that developers
find a breeze to use.
Balsamiq
Creating wireframes can become a task, and we are now looking into the future with this software. We
use this tool to the extent of when we are in the phase of generating an idea and would want to create
process flows without exerting too much effort in the design and to make sure our clients can easily
provide their comments and suggestions.
Atom
Atom is both free and an open-source text code editor for macOS, Linux, and Microsoft Windows with
additional support for plug-ins written in Node.js, and it is also embedded with Git Control, developed
by GitHub.
Hubspot CRM
CRM’s are management systems that can easily track progress and sales. Hubspot CRM, on the other
hand, is extremely easy to use. If you have imagined a software/tool that can assist you with your CRM
needs, then Hubspot is the way to go.
These tools are a mere suggestion for your tech company to boost sales, progress, and productivity.
There may be more in the cards for you, however, after proven research, these tools are heaven sent
and a must-try for a company like yours.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP: KEEP YOURSELF SANE
Everything seems to be relatively on a fast-pace. We write down our goals for the year, jot down our monthly
plans and organize our weekly schedule. Before we know it, the weeks and months have passed by so quickly
and you’ve already reached half your goals for the year. As young professionals, they rely on their planners to
make their lives easier. The plain and simple truth is that we are busier than we have ever been. We have our
obligations at home, in the office, in our virtual space. All of these demands your equal time and effort. If we
ignore one thing, like say, reading your emails today, you will fail to get your assignments and feedbacks which
will greatly affect your projects in the office. If we don’t get the downtime we need after a long week’s work load,
we may feel stressed out.
Technology has offered labor- and time-saving devices to meet the demands of moving forward, to gain
progress. Smartphones and android phones continuously create a faster, more advanced versions to address
what users need.
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When you see what the companies are looking for, time-management skill is usually on their top 5 priorities.
They believe that mastering this skill will greatly affect your work performance.
Below are some tips on managing your time as an entrepreneur.
PRIORITIZE. Make a list of your priorities. Then arrange them according to their importance.
FOCUS. Focus on what you need to do and be mindful on the amount of time you have to do them.
HAVE A ROUTINE. If you set your alarm at 5am Monday to Friday, you still have to wake up at that time on
weekends. It is not to refrain you from enjoying your precious weekend, but rather to have you stick to your
routine. It makes waking up on Monday more enjoyable.
SAY NO. Learn the power of saying no to requests that may stress you out, additional loads that can hinder you
from doing your own work.
SMELL THE ROSES. Give yourself time to do what you want to do, like taking a hike, seeing the Cherry
Blossoms in Japan or taking a group selfie in the Eiffel Tower. Working hard must have its rewards. Learn
to squeeze a movie date with your best friend in the middle of a busy week and you will see that reaching a
deadline does not have to be that chaotic. “Me-time” gives you a fresh perspective and may even help you find
that right formula that your client needs.
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